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I Just Cut My RNC Membership Card in 1/2 & Mailed it to Mike Duncan 
 
I just cut my RNC membership card in 1/2 & Mailed it to Mike Duncan, Chairman of the 
RNC. I have been a life long member of the Grand Old Party's national committee. I will 
not be anymore nor will I support them financially. I am done with them. They have 
allowed the Constitution to be betrayed and did nothing to expose Obama's lack of 
"natural born citizenship" and ineligibility to serve as Commander-in-Chief of our 
military. They did nothing before or during the primary and national campaign. They did 
nothing after Obama defeated Hillary in the primary. They did nothing when the 
citizenship issues surfaced on the internet in a more visible way when Obama put up his 
websites in June 2008 to counter the so called "smears". They did nothing after Obama 
defeated McCain, who also had a lesser flaw in his citizenship status, and was probably 
their main reason for silence up until then. They were in a CYA mode of themselves in 
all this too. They did nothing to stop Obama after McCain lost, unlike the Dems did not 
stop taking action against Bush when Gore lost back in 2000. They could have let a few 
really conservative RePub Congressman loose and a Senator or two. They could have 
called for Congressional hearings on the matter even before the Joint Session. The Dems 
held a hearing about McCains "flaws" in April 2008. The RePubs never called for one on 
Obama. Again, they did not do anything on this issue to expose it. Instead, the RNC kept 
the choke collar on all of them who may have been willing to stand up. The Dems kept 
fighting in 2000 after losing. The DNC and Dems in Congress did not worry about being 
called sore losers. They believed they had grounds to contest the confirmation so they did 
until the very end up to including the Joint Session of Congress with objections. And we 
surely had grounds this time to contest eligibility of Obama his confirmation. The 
Constitution anticipates this situation therein in the 20th Amendment in the people and 
electors picking and ineligible candidate and the RNC participated in ignoring that fact. 
The RNC ran no advertising to point out the charges of ineligibility by conservatives in 
their party. Were they afraid of being called sore losers or God forbid the Racist charge. 
Forget the Constitution was their preferred modus operandi and choice and "CYA" for 
the party making a mistake ... rather than stand up admittedly late and do something ... 
after screwing up things up this election cycle royally up until that point in time. The 
RNC did nothing to raise objections via members at the Joint Session of Congress, in fact 
I believe the RNC help construct and maintain a "cone of silence" in Republican Party 
ranks about all this. And I believe the Executive Branch was complicit in all this with the 
RNC. I'm done with them all! I truly put my country before party. It is not just a bunch or 
words and slogans with me. I took an oath to uphold and protect the Constitution when I 
served in the military. The leadership of the RNC and John McCain and Cheney and 
everyone else down their in Washington DC has forgotten it or believes their current 
political agenda, or preventing maybe a bit of civil disorder by doing what is the law, is 
more important than protecting the Constitution, the supreme law of the land. We were a 
nation of laws, not men. Now we are apparently a nation of "American Idol" men who 
lead strictly by charisma, the cult of personality, .... and the Constitution and law can be 
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damned. We are now in for a political correct version of "majority mob rule" in this 
country. What else that is explicitly written in the Constitution will be ignored next! And 
now SCOTUS today has whimped out again. We the people will not forget this. History 
will not forget this generation who left the Constitution down. Some day there will be 
hell to pay for what these people leading the RNC have allowed to happen. I have done 
my first additional step, beyond what I have done todate. Resigning from the RNC. Who 
can we turn to for real political conservative and courageous leadership at this point with 
regard to protecting our Constitution? Not Ron Paul, that is for sure. He's a phony too, 
imo now, after not doing anything either, when it really, really counted in protecting the 
Constitution. Fear of being laughed at. My God, where are the real leaders like those that 
founded this country? Disgusted with it all! JMHO. 
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"The American people will never knowingly adopt Socialism. But under the name of 
liberalism they will adopt every fragment of the Socialist program, 
until one day America will be a Socialist nation without knowing how it happened." 
Norman Thomas 
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